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USEducation market is huge 

87,498Elementary
26,727 Secondary

98,469Public schools
32,461Private schools

130,930 K12 schools

SOURCE: National Center for Education Statistics 2018

13,551
Public school districts

5,300
Colleges & Universities

https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d19/tables/dt19_214.10.asp


PaperCut UScustomer numbers 

13,9K customers (across all industries)
4.7K primary & secondary schools
2.1K Colleges and Universities 

We can already tell a great story!

SOURCE: PaperCut database (known based on segmentation since 2020)
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Education customer geo view
Discovery

Current view of 
PaperCut education 
customer locations



r/k12sysadmin

https://www.reddit.com/r/k12sysadmin/


Covid Funding for Edu
► 20% towards learning loss and 

returning to in-person 
schooling

► Purchasing the hardware and 
software needed to conduct 
remote and hybrid learning

► CDC safety requirements for 
on-site learning

► State-by-State Breakdown for 
the K-12 funding online



Student and Faculty Safety

► FindMePrinting

► Badge Release (95% of schools control 
access to buildings using cards or fobs)

Badge swipe with default release

► Touchless Release

► FERPA Compliant ensuring documents 
are kept private

FERPA
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Print Deploy just shy of magic

► Takes the complexity out of print queue 
deployment by getting the right driver and 
right print queue to the right person in the 
right location, automatically. 

Clone Configure Deploy



Mobility Print solving customer problems

3. Hybrid 
home/school
Printing remotely from 
home to school 

1. Google 
Cloud Print 
deprecation
Google Cloud Print 
deprecated on the 31st 
December 2020.

Customers are looking 
for alternatives

4. BYO 
printing
Print from anywhere on 
Windows and 
Chromebooks and Mac

Print locally from Android
and iOS

5. Untrusted 
networks
Printing from untrusted 
guest networks that only 
have internet connection

Discovery

2. US High 
Chromebook 
adoption
Chromebooks, used by 
over 40 million students 
and the #1 selling device 
in K-12 schools in the US

Google.com/edu



Job Ticketing, Hardware & Payment Gateways
Discovery
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Don’t Forget the Basics

► Dashboard
► Reporting
► Billing Departments
► Budget Codes
► Print Policies
► Rules Based Routing
► AD/G-workplace Sync
► RFP Support
► Scan to Cloud



Questions?

We’re Here for YOU!
Flex Technology Group (FTG) industry 

consultants are here to help assess your 
current environment and provide guidance.
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